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Chocolate Confectionery in Bosnia and Herzegovina

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Slight volume growth amid inflationary climate
Premiumisation trend fuels demand for affordable indulgences
Mondelez asserts its control in chocolate confectionery

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Chocolate confectionery achieves moderate growth
Chocolate with toys faces promising growth
Premiumisation trend to develop with higher quality chocolate
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**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**

Gum consumption under pressure from changing snack preferences
Rampant inflation drives up value growth
Chewing gum is the dominant category

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Gum consumption under further pressure
Manufacturers will need to innovate in gum
Wrigley doo to consolidate its lead
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**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**

Sugar confectionery battles against negative image
High inflation fuels value sales growth
Medicated confectionery gains appeal from small base

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Sugar confectionery faces limited growth prospects
Healthier lifestyles will push consumers away from sugar confectionery
Medicated confectionery will benefit from healthier positioning
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Robust volume growth for ice cream
Health and wellness trend is potential threat
Yimor from Domaljevac to expand domestic ice cream brand offerings

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Moderate growth anticipated for ice cream
Multipack dairy ice cream to gain appeal
Lower and no sugar options likely to expand
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Savoury Snacks in Bosnia and Herzegovina

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Savoury snacks enjoys solid growth momentum
Nuts, seeds and trail mixes witness strong growth alongside tortilla chips
Rice snacks sees new product activity

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Savoury snacks to witness slowing retail volume growth in forecast period
Tortilla chips to shine bright as consumers enjoy Mexican cuisine
Mature sectors face strong competition from healthier snacks
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Category returns to volume growth amid tough economic climate
Health trend has contrasting impact on category
Product development focuses on health and affordability

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Full volume recovery is expected from the pandemic by 2025
Strong growth potential in snack bars and dried fruit
Small local grocers to lose more ground to convenience stores
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